This paper constructs a new data set of repeated sales of artworks and estimates an annual index of art prices for the period 1875-2000. Contrary to earlier studies, we find art outperforms fixed income securities as an investment, though it significantly under-performs stocks in the US. Art is also found to have lower volatility and lower correlation with other assets, making it more attractive for portfolio diversification than discovered in earlier research. There is strong evidence of underperformance of masterpieces, meaning expensive paintings tend to underperform the art market index. The evidence is mixed on whether the "law of one price" holds in the New York auction market.
Two major obstacles in analyzing the art market are heterogeneity of artworks and infrequency of trading. The present paper overcomes these problems by constructing a new repeated-sales data set based on auction art price records at the New York Public Library as well as the Watson Library at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. As a result, we have a significant increase in the number of repeated sales compared to earlier studies by William J. Baumol (1986) and William N. Goetzmann (1993) . 1 For the artworks included in the present study, we have 4,896 price pairs covering the period 1875-2000. With a larger data set, we are able to construct an annual art index as well as annual sub-indices for American, Old Master, Impressionist and Modern paintings for various time periods. The annual indices are then used to address the question of whether the risk-return characteristics of paintings compare favorably to those of traditional financial assets, such as stocks and bonds.
The larger data set also permits us to test two propositions frequently advanced by art dealers and economists. The first one states that art investors should buy only the top works of established artists (masterpieces) or buy the most expensive artwork they can afford. The empirical evidence on the return performance of masterpieces is mixed. James E. Pesando (1993) presented strong evidence of underperformance while Goetzmann (1996) found no such evidence. Our study will extend their analysis with a new testing procedure based on repeated sales regression (RSR).
The second proposition states that prices realized for identical paintings at different locations at the same time should be the same. Pesando (1993) compared prices of alternate copies of the same prints sold at Sotheby's and Christie's in New York and found substantial evidence of violation of the "law of one price" during the 1977-1992 period. While no art piece in our data has ever been sold simultaneously in both auction houses, we will conduct a test of the "law of one price" by examining return differentials for artworks sold at different auction houses over much longer time periods. If there is systematic pricing bias from one auction house to the other, then we should expect to see systematic difference in returns for artworks sold at different houses. We will examine the return differentials with a RSR procedure that is different from Pesando (1993) .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section I describes the art auction data set and provides a discussion of sampling biases. Section II reviews the repeated sales regression procedure used to estimate the index for painting prices and provides an asset-pricing framework for estimating the systematic risk of paintings. Section III provides risk and return characteristics of the estimated art price index. Section IV presents evidence on the underperformance of masterpieces. Section V tests the hypothesis of the "law of one price" while Section VI concludes the paper.
I. Painting Data and Biases
Since individual works of art have yet to be securitized nor are there publicly traded art funds, studying the value of works of art from financial sources is not possible. Gallery or direct-from-artists prices tend not to be reliable or easily obtainable. Repeat sale auction prices however are reliable and publicly available (in catalogues) and can be used as the basis for a data base for determining the change in value of art objects over various holding periods and collecting categories.
We created such a database for the American market, principally New York. Figure 1 . For convenience, we will call the first price from each price pair "purchase price" and the second price "sale price" from the perspective of the collector for the time period between the two transactions corresponding to the price pair.
The database for this time period contains 4,896 price pairs, consisting of 899 pairs from American, 1,709 from Impressionist, and 2,288 from Old Masters. We can see that our data is rather spotty for the beginning of our sample but increases rapidly after 1935. 3 We can also see that most artworks bought are held for long time periods (on average 28 years) so that not many purchases in the early years are sold right away.
The selection bias in the data set is an important issue that bears on the interpretation of our empirical study. The selection procedures based on multiple sales from major US auction houses tend to truncate both sides of the return distribution. Our sample may suffer from a "backward filled" data bias since our transactions data before 1950 are collected only from those paintings that were sold in Christie's and Sotheby 's after 1950. 4 Given the reputation of the two auction houses, our data may have a bias toward those paintings that have a high value after 1950. However, this "backward filled" bias is mitigated by two facts: first, our data set does have a large number of paintings with poor returns. This is partly due to the fact that auction houses are obliged to sell all estate holdings whether they have high values or not.
Auction houses such as Sotheby's and Christie's also have incentives to sell inexpensive artworks from established artists to attract first time collectors. Thus, we do observe prices of artworks that had fallen substantially. Second, our data before 1950 also come from well known auction houses around the world, so our data principally include works of artists established at the time of purchase. This will tend to moderate the upward bias of our return estimates due to survival. Moreover, expensive paintings today that were bought a long time ago at low prices directly from dealers or artists are not included in our sample due to the lack of transaction records. This will partially offset the upward bias as well. Moreover, masterpieces collected by museums through donation rather than auction sales are also excluded from the sample, further offsetting the upward bias.
In addition to these selection biases, Orley Ashenfelter, Kathryn Graddy, and Margaret
Stevens (2001) pointed out that not all items that are put up for sale at auctions are sold because some final bids may not reach the reservation prices. Goetzmann (1993) also argues that the decision by an owner to sell a work of art (and consequently the occurrence of a repeat sale in the sample) could be conditional upon whether or not the value has increased. These would also tend to bias the estimated return upward. 5 Because of these biases, the mean annual return to art investment provided by repeated-sale data should be regarded as approximate, or as an upper bound on the average return obtained by investors over the period. The return could be further reduced by transaction costs. We like to note, however, that return estimates for financial assets, to some extent, also could suffer from the same biases, such as lack of market liquidity, transaction costs and survival.
II. Methodology for Estimating the Art Index and Asset Pricing
The repeat-sales regression (RSR) uses the purchase and sale prices of individual properties to estimate the fluctuations in value of an average or representative asset over a particular time period. Robert C. Anderson (1974) , Goetzmann (1993) , and Pesando (1993) apply it to the art market. The benefit of using the RSR is that the resulting index is based upon price relatives of the same painting that controls for the differing quality of the assets. Thus, it does not suffer from arbitrary specifications of a hedonic model. The drawback is that the index is constructed from multiple sales, which are a subset of the available transactions. Olivier
Chanel, Louis-Andre Gerard-Varet, and Victor Ginsburgh (1996) provided a detailed discussion on the weakness of the RSR model.
We begin by assuming that the continuously compounded return for a certain art asset i in period t, r i,t , may be represented by µ t , the continuously compounded return of a price index of art, and an error term:
(1)
where µ t , may be thought of as the average return in period t of paintings in the portfolio. We will use sales data about individual paintings to estimate the index µ over some interval t = 1...
T. Here, µ is a T-dimensional vector whose individual elements are µ t . The observed data consist of purchase and sales price pairs, P i,b , and P i,s , of the individual paintings comprising the index, as well as the dates of purchase and sale, which we will designate with b i , and s i . Thus, the logged price relative for asset i, held between its purchase date b i and its sales date, s i , may be expressed as Let r represent the N-dimensional vector of logged price relatives for N repeated sales observations. Goetzmann (1992) shows that a generalized least-squares regression of the form
provides the maximum-likelihood estimate of µ, where X is an NxT matrix, which has a row of dummy variables for each asset in the sample and a column for each holding interval. Ω is a weighting matrix, whose weights could be set as the times between sales as in Goetzmann (1993) or could be based on error estimates from a three-stage-stage estimation procedure used by Karl E. Case and Robert J. Shiller (1987). 6 To calculate the standard errors associated with estimation error for any statistic, such as the mean return of the art index, we first let µ and V represent the whole set of return parameters and their variance-covariance matrix respectively. Next, we write any statistic, such as the mean return, as a function f(µ) of the parameter vector µ. The standard error for the statistic is then estimated as the square root of f µ 'Vf µ , where f µ is the gradient of the statistic with respect to the parameters µ. This is often called the δ method in econometrics.
To estimate the systematic risk of art as an investment, we follow John Y. Campbell (1987) by assuming that capital markets are perfectly competitive and frictionless, with investors believing that asset returns are generated by the following one-factor model:
Here e i,t+1 is the excess return on asset i held from time t to time t+1, and represents the difference between return on asset i and the US treasury bill rate. E t [e i,t+1 ] is the expected excess return on asset i, conditional on information known to market participants at the end of ( )
Goetzmann and Peng (2001) also proposed an alternative repeated sales estimate that is unbiased and based on arithmetic average of returns. time period t. 7 We use the S&P 500 to proxy for the systematic factor and assume E t [ξ i,t+1 ] = 0.
The conditional expected excess return is allowed to vary through time in the current model but the beta coefficients are assumed to be constant. In computing e i,t , we use return indices from five different asset class: the Art index, the Dow Jones Industrial Total Return Index, the US Government Bonds Total Return Index, the US Corporate Bond Total Return Index, and the United States Treasury Bills Total Return Index. With the exception of the art index, the sources of these data are from Federal Reserve Board and Global Financial Data (5th edition), which has derived its data from historical data on prices and yields collected by Standard and Poor's, the Cowles Commission, and G. William Schwert (1988) . The model is estimated using Lars P. Hansen's (1982) Generalized Method of Moments (GMM). 8
III. Risk and Return Characteristics of the Art Price Index
Figure 2 provides a graphic plot of the art index over the 1875-2000 period with the base year index set to be 1. The index is estimated with 4,896 pairs of repeated sale prices. Our reported art index is based on the three-stage-least-square procedure proposed by Case and Shiller (1987) . 9 The Adjusted R-squares for the estimation is 0.64, suggesting the art index explains 64% of the variance of sample return variation. The F-statistic equals 104.32 with a significance level equal to 0.000, indicating the index is a highly significant common return component of our art portfolios. Due to a smaller number of observations, the three sub-indices, American, Impressionist, and Old Masters, were estimated only for the 1941-2000, 1941-2000, 7 We assume
where the forecasting variables X nt include a constant term, the yield on US treasury bills, the dividend yield on Standard and Poor's 500 index, the dividend payout ratio on the Standard and Poor's 500 index, the spread between the yields on Moody's Baa Corporate Bond and US government bonds, and the spread between the yields on US government bonds and US treasury bills. For more details on the estimation of this model, see Campbell (1987) . 8 We have also run OLS regressions of various asset returns directly against the S&P 500 index, assuming the first term to be constant in equation (4). The results are quite similar for all assets except that the estimation errors for betas tend to be larger. These results are available upon request. 9 We use the Case and Shiller (1987) procedure because it allows us to adjust for a downward bias in annual returns estimation due the log price transformation (see Goetzmann (1992) ). We have also estimated the art index using GLS and the two-stage Baysian estimation proposed by Goetzmann (1992) . To compare our results with those obtained in earlier studies, we also estimated real returns of various assets for the same sample period as in Goetzmann (1993) and Pesando (1993) . The results were reported in the bottom panel of Table 1 . While Goetzmann's art index and 0.917, suggesting that the results are quite robust. We have also discovered that the two-stage Baysian estimates tend to have smaller estimation errors though they may be biased. 10 We did not include the year 2000, since our data only has sales from the first half of the year. 11 This result is similar to Goetzmann (1993) during the 1850-1986 period. 12 There was a large drop in the volatility of the art index for the most recent sample period. This should be expected, since the number of artworks in our art index portfolio increased rapidly after 1935.
significantly out-performed both stocks and bonds during 1900-1986 sample periods, our art index only outperformed bonds. 13 We conjecture that the differences in art performance could be partly due to a difference in sample selection, since the artists chosen by Reitlinger (1961 Reitlinger ( , 1963 and 1973) could be affected by his taste and other selection biases. This could bias the performance result upward. In comparison to Goetzmann's findings, our art index also has less volatility (and lower correlation with other asset class). This could be the result of our larger sample, which makes our art index portfolio better diversified and less volatile. Our art index performed better than that of Pesando (1993) who used modern prints sold in US and Europe. He found modern prints under-performed both stocks and bonds during the 1977-1992 sample period. Using semi-annual returns, he also found the print returns could be less volatile than stock and bonds. 14 Because of the lower volatility and correlation with other assets reported in Table 1 , our study suggests that a diversified portfolio of artworks may play a somewhat more important role in portfolio diversification.
In Table 2 , we report the estimates of the one-factor asset pricing model (4). Using the S&P 500 index as the systematic factor, we observe that the art beta was 0.718 during the sample period and it was significant with a t-statistic of 3.119. The smaller beta on art compared to the S&P 500 indicates that art has less systematic risk than the S&P 500 thus it should be expected to earn a lower return than the S&P 500 over the long run. It also suggests that the art index tends to move in the same direction as the S&P 500, consistent with a wealth effect from the stock market discussed in Goetzmann (1993) . In addition, the higher systematic risk on art compared to bonds implies that art should earn a higher return than bonds over the long run.
IV. Do Masterpieces Under-perform?
A common advice given to their clients by art dealers is to buy the best (i.e. most expensive) artworks they can afford. This presumes that masterpieces of well known artists will 13 It is worth noting that, while both Goetzmann's (1993) data and our data include artworks sold internationally, Goetzmann's data are concentrated in UK sales before 1960 and ours are skewed towards auction sales in the US. While our result on art return characteristics is similar to Goetzmann (1996) , he did not use a RSR estimation approach in his 1996 paper. 14 Pesando's volatility numbers are not directly comparable to ours since his computation was based on semiannual data. Our average return results are also similar to those of Buelens and Ginsburgh (1993) from the 1870-1913 period. Their study was also based on the Reitlinger (1961) data. outperform the market. In other words, masterpieces might have a higher expected return than middle-level and lower-level works of art. Contrary to this popular belief, Pesando (1993) discovered that masterpieces actually tend to under perform the market. His discovery was based on repeated sales of modern prints from 1977-1992. Since Pesando's data only cover prints that tend to have much lower value when compared to American, Old Masters and Impressionists paintings, one may wonder if this underperformance exists for truly expensive artworks.
Moreover, Goetzmann (1996) found no evidence of underperformance of masterpieces. Using repeated sales data covering American, Old Master, Impressionist and Modern paintings, this paper will further examine the performance of masterpieces. We will follow Pesando by using the market price to identify the masterpieces (i.e, expensive paintings are masterpieces). In the first examination, we use prices for all artworks sold between 1875 and 2000. We apply the same repeated sales regression approach by adding an additional term to equation (2) increase in purchase price is expected to lower future annual returns by 0.1%. Moreover, our results are robust to whether nominal prices or real prices are used in the regressions. Thus, our study seems to suggest that art investors should buy less expensive artworks at auctions.
The underperformance of masterpieces is similar to the "small firm effect" documented by K.C. Chan and Nai-Fu Chen (1988) and many others in their study of the capital asset pricing model. These authors discover that small firms with lower market capitalization tend to achieve excess returns not justified by their risk based on single factor market models. Recent studies by Eugene Fama and Kenneth French (1995) , however, suggest that firm size could be a proxy for exposure to systematic risk factors. 15 While it may be possible to argue that masterpieces are less risky or more liquid, it is also likely that there exist mean reversion in art returns. This could be similar to those found in Werner F. M. De Bondt and Richard Thaler (1989) about stock returns. Those artworks that outperformed the art market (expensive paintings) in the past tend to under perform in the future while those that under performed (less expensive ones) tend to outperform in the future.
V: Tests of "Law of One Price"
Pesando (1993) compared prices of alternative copies of the same prints sold in different markets, and he found substantial evidence of violation of the "law of one price" during the 1977-1992 period. He found that prices for prints sold at Sotheby's consistently exceed prices of those sold at Christie's. This is puzzling, since one would expect, in the absence of transaction costs, the "law of one price" would dictate that no significant price difference should exist for identical prints of the same artist. Ashenfelter (1989) also discussed the violation of the "law of one price" on wine auctions around the world. This paper provides an alternative test of the "law of one price" using the repeated sales data for original paintings from Christie's and Sotheby's. Our null hypothesis is that there is no difference between prices realized at different auction houses so that the returns realized from different auction houses are equal. To test the above hypothesis, we include a set of annualized return dummies for different locations of transactions in the following repeated sales regression: Table 5 . 16 ρ j measures the excess annual return achieved at other auction locations over returns obtained by 15 Alternatively, one may argue that many people purchase art for their own pleasure and more expensive paintings have larger private consumption values. Thus, the negative returns could indicate a higher private consumption value offset by a lower monetary payoff in an efficient art market. 16 Due to the construction of our data set of price pairs, there are three possibilities for location of purchase: Christie's, Sotheby's, and other auction houses (Others), while there are only two possibilities for location of sale: Christie's and Sotheby's. Thus, we constructed five dummy variables for six buying at Christie's and selling at Christie's. Thus, returns obtained by buying at Christie's and selling at Christie's serve as a benchmark. Equation (6) is estimated the same way as equation (5) by adding a few dummy variable columns to the matrix X in equation (3). The results are presented in Table 4 . Compared to what was found in Pesando (1993) , we have mixed evidence on the "law of one price". The place of transaction did not seem to matter for American paintings. 17 For Impressionist Paintings, while the location dummies were not significant for most cases, collectors did receive a statistically significant higher return when their artworks were bought at other auction houses and later sold at Sotheby's. For Old Masters, while the first three location dummies were not significant, our result has shown a significant negative return impact when the paintings were bought at Sotheby's, indicating that on average paintings sold at Sotheby's fetch a higher price. In addition, when an Old Master piece was bought at Sotheby's but then sold at Christie's, it tended to receive an even lower return than selling the piece at Sotheby's instead. However, we would like to note that the return differences between the two major auction houses appear to be small. Conditional on art pieces being bought at Christie's, place of sale made no statistical difference for collectors. It only mattered when the art piece was bought at Sotheby's. Our study including all collecting categories over the 1875-2000 period confirmed this result. In addition, the study shows that collectors tended to do better when they buy at other auctions but manage to sell their collection at the two major auction houses. This is certainly consistent with the blue chip reputation of the two houses.
VI. Conclusions
This paper constructs a new data set of repeated sales of art paintings and estimates an annual index of art prices for the period 1875-2000. Our data set has more repeated sales data than previous studies and is also broken down into three popular collecting categories. Based on this new data set, our study made the following discoveries: First, contrary to some earlier studies, we find art has been a more glamorous investment than some fixed income securities, though it under-performs stocks. Our art index also has less volatility and much lower different purchase-sale location combinations. We deleted a few observations because information on purchase locations were not available. 17 Few American paintings were sold at other auctions in our sample so we did not include the first two dummies in our regression analysis. correlation with other assets as found in previous studies. As a result, a diversified portfolio of artworks may play a somewhat more important role in portfolio diversification. Second, our study finds strong evidence of underperformance of masterpieces as in Pesando (1993) , which means expensive paintings tend to under perform the art market index. Third, there is mixed evidence that the "law of one price" is violated in the New York art auction market. In general, there seem to be little price difference between Christie's and Sotheby's for American and Impressionist paintings. However, we do have some evidence that purchase prices were somewhat higher for Old Masters at Sotheby's for the 1900-2000 sample period.
Our results on the return-risk characteristics of artworks and the correlations between art and financial assets have implications for long-term investors. Contrary to established industry wisdom, our results on the performance of masterpieces suggest that investors should not be obsessive with masterpieces and they need to guard against overbidding. We like to note, however, our results may only serve as a benchmark for those artworks bought at major auction houses. Our return estimates could also be biased due to sample selection. In addition, art may be appropriate for long-term investment only so that the transaction costs can be spread over many years.
Our research has left many interesting issues. First, is there a systematic bias in bidding prices so that winning bids tend to exceed value? In this paper, we have not provided any evidence on the presence of overbidding. While the true value of art is unobservable, one may wonder if there is an alternative proxy to value, such as dealer's estimates, that may serve as a proxy so that we may measure the presence of market wide bias in art auctions. Second, while our study has provided some cross-sectional evidence on the mean reversion of art returns, one may wonder if similar time series evidence can be found on the market as a whole so that times of great exuberance are also more likely to be followed by times of disappointing performance.
To put it differently, it will be interesting to know whether the art market itself may also follow a mean reversion process. We will leave these for future research. Note: Three-stage-generalized-least square RSR estimation of Case and Shiller (1989) Note: Three-stage-generalized-least square RSR estimation of Case and Shiller (1989) 
